Be prepared for the unexpected changes that a LUNAR ECLIPSE would bring In your routine life…
Let astroplanet9 help you deal with the effects of this miracle…

A rare total lunar eclipse is set to take place
on January 31st, 2018.
For detailed and personalised guidance and reports, please log on to www.astroplanet9.com
or Give us a call or whatsapp on : +91 90003 80004

Eclipses
An eclipse takes place when a planet or Moon passes between another planet, Moon or the Sun.
There are two kinds of eclipses. One is an eclipse of the Moon. The other is an eclipse of the Sun.

Lunar Eclipses
A Lunar eclipse or Chandra Grahan is observed when earth lines up directly between Sun and Moon, blocking the
Sunlight falling on Moon and making it covered with its shadow. The Moon represents your emotions, subconscious,
habits, memories, moods, mother, maternal instincts, nurturing, home and your need for security

Lunar Eclipse Jan 31st 2018, Wednesday – a stand point through Vedic Astrology
Since the ancient time, eclipses have been regarded as a sign of inauspiciousness, negative omen, fear &
dread. Moreover, the astrologers were punished in severe for not warning the emperors in advance about
eclipses. One should observe that these are not the best days for new beginnings, organising any shubh
karyam or advancing any affairs. The natural concept of giving a thought to eclipses is basically to harmonize
your actions with the astrological weather. With a total lunar eclipse in particular this time, the blotting out
of the Moon represents a resetting of your emotions, clearing away the emotional baggage of the previous
months.
The January 31, 2018 lunar eclipse falls at 11°37′ Cancer Sign, with Moon in Pushyami & Aslesha

constellation of Karkataka rasi (Cancer) starting at 04:21:13 pm and ending around 09:38:29 pm in India.
Lunar Eclipses are generally testing episode for many, however, astroplanet9 is here to help you to know
what to expect and how not fall into doing what you shouldn’t, so that you are sure to sail through it all

amazingly.
For detailed and personalised guidance and reports, please log on to www.astroplanet9.com
or Give us a call or whatsapp on : +91 90003 80004

For sure there is a celestial treat for every zodiac sign this jan 31st,
let astroplanet9 aid you see what each sign has on its card.
ARIES
Arians! Don’t feel disappointed or dejected if you don’t see much favourable results even if you have been working
hard in your life chasing your goals with all possible efforts. There is a chance that you will get paid for whatever you
have done in just right time. So be calm and let the eclipse show you whatever the picture it might. There is a chance
that you will make your true feelings known to your pals or that they could do same for you.
TAURUS
Taurus, you need to be strong as this eclipse will make you fall flat right on to the floor. You will feel losing your strength
a little bit and want to lean a little bit on some one. Its okay, Taurus, there is nothing wrong to lean on your family or
friends. But, be sure that the person to get support from should be strong enough to handle you through the situation.
Its better if you utilize this time to make changes to your domestic life which could be troubling you in any way.
GEMINI
Be prepared Gemini, you may experience a kind of disturbances in areas of neighbourhood, siblings or things related to
communication. You will experience an uneasiness and may wander here and there struggling to make choices not
really knowing what to do. Just listen to your inner strength and believe in yourself but don’t let the eclipse rule your
heart or mind.
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For sure there is a celestial treat for every zodiac sign this jan 31st,
let astroplanet9 aid you see what each sign has on its card.
CANCER
This Lunar Eclipse is likely to highlight the emotional corner as Cancerians are known for their emotional side. You
may feel emotionally down or tapped but don’t just give up for your feelings of despair. Stay strong and by the
time passes you will notice that you were unnecessarily bothered focussing on negative side of life. Be positive and
get ready to make your move to impress those around you with your true earning power
LEO
This eclipse is pushing you into the spotlight as some major changes are likely to happen for you LEO! Even though
you have not experienced the expected kick start this January, the coming Lunar eclipse will uncover all the energy
& confidence that you have lost. You will feel little sensitive which is absolutely fine to keep you rooted. Be ready
to take action and your higher self is calling you.

VIRGO
Fate has kept you in a big picture VIRGO! You will feel surprised with all the work piled up in front. You can expect a
phase of clear spiritual awakening and need to let one thing go in order to serve this particular purpose, remember
its worth. Don’t give up and try to escape from your work. Get relaxed and try to focus and finish one thing at a time
and you will be amazed by the result.

For detailed and personalised guidance and reports, please log on to www.astroplanet9.com
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For sure there is a celestial treat for every zodiac sign this jan 31st,
let astroplanet9 aid you see what each sign has on its card.
LIBRA
Watch out Libra! There is some kind of disturbed relationship with one of your close one, friend or family. It will be
dragged to such an extent that You'll finally be ready to move on from it, and you can feel confident in that decision.
Just to make this phase bit more exciting for yourself, call your parents, write a journal, do something different - just
make up for all that you feel, you haven’t done these days.
SCORPIO
Hey scorpions! You are known to have limitless energy which can expand in any given situation. If you feel unhappy
with your job, you may feel that this eclipse brings you to stand at a point where you would like to let it go and run
after what excites you more. And just hang on, don’t loose even if you have to stretch your energy a little more.
Because there is something better lies ahead for you.
SAGGITARIUS
Its time for you sagi, to let the world know about your ideas. You may feel like there is no progress in whatever you
do, even if you have been really working hard for it. Hey! Its fine don’t dishearten if you cant see the results. Don’t
waste time and Use this eclipse as an opportunity to see things more clearly.
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CAPRICORN

For sure there is a celestial treat for every zodiac sign this jan 31st,
let astroplanet9 aid you see what each sign has on its card.

This eclipse will change the way you approach to finances, money & work-life balance. It will also make you feel as
if you are not good enough to achieve what you wanted in life. Just follow your guts and get going. There is no
need to pay heed to it. Flush away all negative thoughts. Don’t let them pull you back. You may encounter a clear
picture of these phases.
AQUARIUS
Basically, Work and focus have been two parallel sides for the Aquarians. This eclipse brings a huge change in the
area of relationships which needs your attention. It's time to balance your desires. however, this Full Moon and Total
Eclipse will bring you back on track.
PISCES
This time, little sacrifices need to be made in the areas of either your health, daily work, and lifestyle. You're done
settling for less. Be ready to take up some risky actions related to career, relationship or a big decision. You may
feel burdened this month end. Don’t worry, you can handle it all very well & you are strong enough for that.
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